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2009 LEXUS RX350 SE / SE-L 3.5_Litre V6 SUV, 5Speed Automatic. One Owner. F/L/S/H. with 5K miles. Finished in
attractive Silver Metallic with Black Leather [trim and carpets] with matching Anthracite interior/headlining. The
RX350 is an astounding SUV that seats five in comfort & luxury. Floor the right pedal of this true Sports Utility
Vehicle [SUV] into its like new carpets, this 3.5‐litre powerhouse with multi‐speed cruise control instantly comes
alive as she roars into action achieving an incredible 0‐60mph in 7.5secs. She offers greater driving pleasure with
class‐leading performance from its new, state‐of‐the‐art 3.5‐litre V6 petrol engine. It is a 24‐valve aluminium
block unit which is the first in its segment to adopt a Dual VVT‐i (Variable Valve Timing ‐ intelligent), an
optimised low pressure loss, variable intake and exhaust valve‐timing system. The engine also benefits from
hydraulic valve compensators for roller rocker valve operation, and an electrically‐activated Acoustic Control
Induction System (ACIS), which varies the level of air induction by automatically adjusting the length of the
intake pipe according to engine speed. The result is smooth operation and excellent efficiency, delivering high
performance with low fuel consumption and emissions levels. The new V6 is the most powerful, yet also the
most economical of all conventional V6 petrol engines in the premium SUV market today.This for the driver
translates into a gratifying driving pleasure with a class‐leading performance. Comfort is further enhanced by a
quieter exhaust system and extra sound‐proofing, while a special acoustic windscreen also ensures wind noise is
kept to a minimum. Combine this with the solid build quality for which LEXUS is well known you have in this
RX350 a cabin that is a very relaxing and safe. The car is equipped with a combined multimedia and satellite
navigation package that delivers new high levels of technical innovation, flexibility and ease of use. It will play
CDs, audio and video DVDs and MP3 and WMA files stored on disc. Movies and music videos on DVDs can be
enjoyed on the central Electro Multi Vision (EMV) display screen on the centre console. The navigation system
provides route calculation 65 per cent quicker than her competition and is equipped with a voice command
system that can also be used to activate several navigation, audio, climate and telephone functions. Bluetooth
connectivity is also included, for hands‐free use of mobile telephones. This car is also provided with a brand new
Sony Ericsson S700i multimedia GSM Bluetooth phone. To complete this advanced package, the innovative
Lexus Parking Assist Monitor makes reverse maneuvers a cinch, automatically providing a real‐time colour image
on the EMV screen of the area immediately behind the vehicle when reverse gear is selected. The images can
also be overlaid with guidelines for extra help when easing into a parking space. Features on the car also include
Electric Sun‐Roof, 18‐inch Designo alloys, electrically operated rear tailgate, auto‐dimming mirrors, 10‐way
power front seats, wood interior trim, dual‐zone automatic climate control, eight‐speaker stereo (with a CD
changer and steering‐wheel‐mounted controls) and second‐row seats that slide and recline, Bluetooth phone,
adaptive cruise control, front seat heaters, rain‐sensing wipers, leather upholstery all‐round, memory seats,
power tilt/telescoping steering wheel, sunroof, roof rack, adaptive bi‐xenon HID headlights, adaptive air
suspension, grille accents, walnut cabin accents, best colour satellite navigation system money can buy, rear
view colour reversing camera, a super audio system plus rear‐seat DVD entertainment network with 2‐wide
colour screens, wireless headphones & game remotes all à la ROSEN so the list goes on & on. [Please CALL us for a
complete and incredibly extensive Options & Features LIST, as the Full SPECIFICATION on this vehicle is far too extensive to fit
on this one page]. *Ask for the RX-350 OPTIONS List”

SPECIFICATION
MAKE:
MODEL:
Registration NUMBER:
Date of First Registration:
COLOUR [Exterior / Interior]:
Number of Cylinders & TYPE:
Cylinder CAPACITY:
Chassis/Frame NUMBER:
Engine NUMBER:
Fuel TYPE/ OIL Type:

LEXUS
RX 350 SE / SE-L 3.5Litre V6 with Dual VVT-i SUV 5Speed AUTO
WU09 YCK
02nd March 2009
SILVER Metallic Paint/ Black Leather
V‐6 24V DOHC MPFI, PETROL, 275BHP / 342Nm Torque
3456 cc

JTJHK31U702055045
2GPA414809
PETROL: SHELL v-Power / OIL: MOBIL – 1
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The “HiCalibreCars.Com” Equipment Guide is presented as an additional aid for our Clients. We endeavour to maintain accurate information, however
cannot guarantee the details as detailed above and request that you carefully check for yourself the accuracy of information as presented.
HiCalibreCars.Com accepts no liability whatsoever for any misrepresentation, omissions and/or any miss‐entry and strongly recommends that each
individual item is verified physically on the car therefore confirming the exact specification of this vehicle.
DISCLAIMER

